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INNOVATIVE NEW PRODUCT!

The Modular Bench, a new product from
Replas is a versatile solution for any area.
Recently installed at Lilydale High School,
the students can now see what 30,000
pieces of plastic packaging can become!
“As well as minimizing the ongoing
maintenance costs, it has and will
continue to become a talking point for
our students, staff, and families about
our commitment towards becoming a
more sustainable school,” explains Peter
Ross, Home Economic Coordinator at
LHS.
“Installation was incredibly easy, it was
unloaded and sat into place! “The school
has made a commitment to sustainability
this year by signing up to the Resource
Smart program run by Sustainability Victoria. As well as running a Sustainability elective for our senior students.”

A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
On Tuesday February 13th, Australian Institute of
Packaging (AIP) members had the opportunity to
walk through the Recycling Environmental Centre
at the Replas Sales Office.
They saw the variety of recycled plastic products that
fit perfectly in schools, councils, and communities all
over Australia; seeing firsthand what is possible with
the Circular Economy.

LATEST NEWS: The Victorian government is stepping in with a $13 million recycling-crisis rescue package –
but it won't be enough to stop councils hiking up that rates by 5%, or recycling going to landfill. http://bit.ly/2BUp3z7

PLASTIC AND SOLAR COMING TOGETHER
The recent installation of powered solar light bollards at
Hidden Harbour Marina in Victoria are just some of over a
hundred recycled plastic bollards with solar lights installed all
around Martha Cove. Paul Stanley, Technical Director of Kosnic
Australia, whose worked for the body corporate for three years,
was given the task to light up the dark areas within the marina.
“The recycled plastic bollards are ideal for the harsh
environment of the marina, they don't fade, rot, or need
regular maintenance. All lighting is low voltage and safe,”
explained Paul. These solarpacks can power up to twenty
lights with three days cover for poor weather/dark days.

TAKING ACTION!
The Youth at the Zoo group (YATZ) recently turned
soft plastic packaging into Goat Agility for Adelaide
Zoo! More known for being 'dog agility' installed in
dog parks around Australia, YATZ knew this product
could be helpful at the zoo.
“We were able to raise awareness of the importance
of recycling soft plastic in our own homes and our
communities, ”explains Mentor at the Zoo, Celia
Peters. “The goats were very grateful to have a
new piece of climbing equipment, and we greatly
appreciate the support from Replas in helping
us learn and take action in 2017!”

A fresh look at flooring solutions with Pro Way
Livestock Equipment installing Replas Enduromesh
to sheep, and wool handling stalls. Installed nearly
three years ago in NSW, salesman Troy Brose says,
“shearers find the Enduromesh softer to walk on all
day, and it is as effective for herding sheep on as
timber and steel grating.”
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Using recycled plastic products for livestock
equipment not only saves plastic packaging
from landfill, but is also a great alternative to
steel grating floors and has the added bonus
of not rotting, cracking, or splitting like timber.
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